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THE HOURS AFTER: LETTERS OF LOVE AND LONGING IN WAR'S
AFTERMATH (PAPERBACK)
"i pray that we will have children who will inherit the best that is in us: the legacy
of our lost parents." this haunting plea was written by gerda weissmann klein (all
but my life: a memoir) in her engrossing correspondence with her then fianc?,
kurt, over the course of the year before they were able to marry in june 1946. kurt,
a german jew, fled nazi germany and came t "i pray that we will have children
who will inherit the best that is in us: the legacy of our lost parents." this haunting
plea was written by gerda weissmann klein (all but my life: a memoir) in her
engrossing correspondence with her then fianc?, kurt, over the course of the year
before they were able to marry in june 1946. kurt, a german jew, fled nazi
germany and came to the u.s. in 1937. he became an officer in the american army
and, in this capacity, met gerda in a czech hospital right after the war ended.
gerda, a polish jew, was in very frail health, having endured a 350-mile death
Readable/Downloadable
march by the nazis and slave labor. the two, who had both lost their parents and
many other family members and friends during the holocaust, began spending
time together during her recuperation and fell deeply in love. the letters they
exchanged after kurt returned to the u.s. and gerda tried to find a way through the
postwar bureaucracy to join him are suffused with romantic yearnings and
touching plans for their future. meanwhile, gerda witnessed the serious problems
that beset displaced persons after the war, which she articulated to kurt in moving
detail. for a period of several months, she worked in munich at the bavarian aid
society, where she describes her clients as "a virtual chronicle of agony." in
addition, many of the women with whom she had been liberated became critically
ill or mired in resignation, pain and loss. after appealing to u.s., polish, swiss and
french governmental agencies, she was eventually able to wed kurt and immigrate
to the u.s. married for more than 50 years, they now live in arizona. ...more

WAR'S END: PROFILES FROM BOSNIA, 1995-1996
war cartoonist joe sacco visits the bosnian conflict to uncover the stories that are
often ignored or uncovered by traditional media. how does an artist reconcile
being forced to go to the front line of a brutal conflict that will change his life and
homeland forever? what happens when a reporter finally comes face-to-face with
an evil war criminal? before his groundbreaki war cartoonist joe sacco visits the
bosnian conflict to uncover the stories that are often ignored or uncovered by
traditional media. how does an artist reconcile being forced to go to the front line
of a brutal conflict that will change his life and homeland forever? what happens
when a reporter finally comes face-to-face with an evil war criminal? before his
groundbreaking graphic novels safe area gorazde and the fixer, palestinian author
joe sacco created two short stories with characters from each side of the crossfire.
collected for the first time in warâ??s end: profiles from bosnia 1995â??1996 are
the acclaimed soba and christmas with karadzic. in soba, sacco captures the
internal torment of the romanticized sarajevo artist-warrior who captivated the
western media with his guitar and hard-partying ways. in christmas with karadzic,
sacco gives the reader an inside peek at the darkly humorous news process that
doesnâ??t make the headlines back home as he chases after one of the most hated
and sought-after bosnian serb leaders and war criminals. ...more
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PRINCESS LEIA (2015) #5 (STAR WARS: PRINCESS LEIA 2015 #5)
last stand in the name of alderaan! • the rebel princess leads her people against the Readable/Downloadable
empire! • the conclusion to leia’s most personal mission!
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PRINCESS LEIA (2015) #4 (STAR WARS: PRINCESS LEIA 2015 #4)
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EBOOKS: ANGEL WARS ( A SMALL GROUP MUST BAND TOGETHER
IN ORDER TO SURVIVE THE COMING APOCALYPSE) [EBOOKS]
(EBOOKS, FREE EBOOKS, EBOOKS FREE, EBOOKS KIDS, EBOOKS
FOR TEENS, FREE KINDLE EBOOKS)
book description when an evil scientist unleashes the deadliest virus the world has
ever seen, a small group must band together in order to survive the oncoming
apocalypse; their tale is one of redemption, joy and tears. come and join us in the
town of steel valley and immerse yourself into a world in chaos, where even
demons from the bowels of the earth don’t know their book description when an
evil scientist unleashes the deadliest virus the world has ever seen, a small group
must band together in order to survive the oncoming apocalypse; their tale is one
of redemption, joy and tears. come and join us in the town of steel valley and
immerse yourself into a world in chaos, where even demons from the bowels of
the earth don’t know their rightful place. hear what the critics are saying "wow,
very interesting and entertaining book. it really makes you think. a must read" mary jones -valley daily news “i give this book five stars all the way! this book
makes my list as one of the top reads of the year.” -theresa davis -valley group
media “angel wars is a very powerful and thought provoking book. every
generation, young and old, should have to read this book. ten thumbs up.” -dave
baker -book bloggers of america “this was an excellent book; it was short, i ended
up reading it in less than four hours; however, it was a very strong enjoyable to
read. amazing book! -lisa cooper -literary times inc. “this was a very powerful
book; very interesting take on the spirit world. highly recommend.” -emma righter
-writers united group “wonderful story i really liked reading this book. i will
Readable/Downloadable
recommend it to all of my friends, family members and coworkers.” -carl mosner
–readers cove unlimited editorial review angel wars is a very spiritual and
powerful book. this book really made me think; but more importantly, it made me
feel. great book, with a very creative story arc. i enjoyed reading this one quite a
bit and found it to be very entertaining and inspiring. if you are looking for a book
that will not only make you feel, but that will also make you think, then look no
further than angel wars. by far one of the best contemporary fiction novels to have
come out in a long time. phenomenal book! david t. williams message from the
author my goals: christian books, christian books for women christian books for
men christian books for teen christian fiction spiritual growth devotionals
christian living religious fiction teachings of jesus my personal goals as an author
are: bestselling author top kindle books bestsellers list #1 selling author #1 selling
book book of the year top books in kindle top fiction books bestselling books
[related categories: christian books & bibles, christian books, christian books for
men, christian books for women, spiritual growth, christian books for kids,
christian books on kindle, christian books for teens, christian books for girls,
christian fiction, spiritual growth, two-hour religion 7 spirituality short reads,
christian fiction, devotionals, inspirational, religion & spirituality, religion &
spirituality, religious and inspirational fiction, two-hour religion & spirituality
short reads, women’s christian living, christian living, inspirational, christian
books and bibles, kindle ebooks, kindle short reads, apologetic christian theology,
jesus, women's christian living, religion, books about hell, hell books, hell,
spiritual books, spiritual books about hell, ...more
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SPORTS ROMANCE: LOVE ME MAYBE: YOUNG ADULT
ROMANCE/HOCKEY ROMANCE
she was the distraction he didn’t want. he was the hassle she didn’t need. after a
few disastrous years, including an unplanned pregnancy, subsequent miscarriage
and being abandoned by her parents, delaney macclain has finally managed to turn
her life around. as the proud owner of a dance studio for children with special
needs, she spends most of her time twirling her tr she was the distraction he didn’t
want. he was the hassle she didn’t need. after a few disastrous years, including an
unplanned pregnancy, subsequent miscarriage and being abandoned by her
parents, delaney macclain has finally managed to turn her life around. as the proud
Readable/Downloadable
owner of a dance studio for children with special needs, she spends most of her
time twirling her troubles away. but when the bank comes knocking, looking to
collect on her debts, delaney has to find a way to raise money - - and fast. jared
brooks is the newest hot shot rookie with the nhl’s las vegas vipers – but his rise
to fame has been littered with mistakes. when vipers execs advise him to clean up
his image, jared goes looking for a squeaky clean fix. little does he know that
becoming the spokesperson for a local dance studio will do more than just appease
his boss – it’ll make him rethink his past, his present and his future. this young
adult romance novella does contain some sexual content and is best suited to
reader 16+. ...more

STAR WARS OMNIBUS: X-WING ROGUE SQUADRON, VOL 1 (XWING ROGUE SQUADRON)
the greatest starfighters of the rebel alliance become the defenders of a new
republic in this massive collection of stories featuring wedge antilles, hero of the
battle of endor, and his team of ace pilots known throughout the galaxy as rogue
squadron! meet the rogues for the first time and learn the fate of the galaxy
immediately after the events of return of the jedi as the greatest starfighters of the Readable/Downloadable
rebel alliance become the defenders of a new republic in this massive collection of
stories featuring wedge antilles, hero of the battle of endor, and his team of ace
pilots known throughout the galaxy as rogue squadron! meet the rogues for the
first time and learn the fate of the galaxy immediately after the events of return of
the jedi as the rebellion's best pilots battle remnants of the empire wherever its
ugly agenda of fear and domination appears. ...more

STAR WARS FANON - SURVIVORS OF THE GREAT JEDI PURGE:
JEDI PURGE SURVIVORS, A'SHARAD HETT, A'SHARAD HETT, ADI
GALLIA, AHSOKA TANO BONTERI, AN'TA'SAKAA, ANTINNIS
TREMAYNE, DARTH EREBUS, NERR'ATOQEMA, OBI-WAN KENOBI,
OBI-WAN KENOBI, QUARMALL
this book consists of articles from wikia or other free sources online. pages: 88.
chapters: jedi purge survivors, a'sharad hett, a'sharad hett, adi gallia, ahsoka tano
bonteri, an'ta'sakaa, antinnis tremayne, darth erebus, nerr'atoqema, obi-wan
kenobi, obi-wan kenobi, quarmall, rahm kota, tamlen hawke, zhi-don aquintas, adi
gallia, ahsoka tano, aron kel, bovedar skywalker this book consists of articles
Readable/Downloadable
from wikia or other free sources online. pages: 88. chapters: jedi purge survivors,
a'sharad hett, a'sharad hett, adi gallia, ahsoka tano bonteri, an'ta'sakaa, antinnis
tremayne, darth erebus, nerr'atoqema, obi-wan kenobi, obi-wan kenobi, quarmall,
rahm kota, tamlen hawke, zhi-don aquintas, adi gallia, ahsoka tano, aron kel,
bovedar skywalker, cole kroger, daenard salec, darth nox, diana rogue, gwendolyn
tenas, j.k.burtola, jance byington, jirachi kna, juji purim, jyuria song, kallus
eikh'mir, kanen falconeedler, khaic saleev, marruc goss, muo tiae, myar tesc,
nathaniel kenobi, niels andersen, o'choa pyne, obi-wan kenobi, quinto solus, rahm
kota, rahm kota, senu meji, tamlen hawke, twi lekku. excerpt: adi gallia was a
female jedi master who survived order 66. ...more
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THEY CALL ME KILLER: TALES FROM JUNIOR HOCKEY'S
LEGENDARY HALL-OF-FAME COACH
an intimate, humorous look at brian kilrea's 60-year career in junior hockeywith
more wins than any coach in junior hockey history, and a personality as large as
his winning record, brian kilrea is more than a hockey legend, he's one of the most
beloved figures in the game. with veteran sportswriter, james duthie, kilrea gives
fans a rink-side view of his early days as a p an intimate, humorous look at brian
kilrea's 60-year career in junior hockeywith more wins than any coach in junior
hockey history, and a personality as large as his winning record, brian kilrea is
more than a hockey legend, he's one of the most beloved figures in the game. with
veteran sportswriter, james duthie, kilrea gives fans a rink-side view of his early
days as a player with the red wings and what it was like to score the first-ever goal Readable/Downloadable
in the history of the l.a. kings; as well as his role as a coach for the ottawa 67s and
as a mentor to young stars of the future. with stories and comments from famous
nhlers who played for killer, including bryan trottier and dennis potvin, as well as
coaches, trainers, and general managers, readers will get a taste of kilrea's
hardnosed coaching style, as well as the knowledge and dedication that has made
him last so long.anecdotes from nhlers like mike peca, gary roberts, doug wilson,
brian campbell, darren pang, and many othersan inside look at the day-to-day life
in the world of junior hockey, including brutal practices, broken curfews, trades,
and tirades with a foreword by lifelong friend, don cherry, "they call me killer" is
a fascinating, real-life look at the world of junior hockey and the man who has
meant so much to the sport. ...more

KING RICHARD THE THIRD (RICHARD III) SHAKESPEARE CLASSIC SERIES KINDLE ULTIMATE EDITION - FULL PLAY PLUS AMAZING COMMENTARIES
AND FULL LENGTH BIOGRAPHY - WITH DETAILED TABLE OF CONTENTS PLUS MORE (WARS OF THE ROSES #8)
'king richard iii' ultimate edition do you want the best kindle 'king richard iii' you can get with
the legendary play plus 3 famous commentaries? do you want these 3 entertaining and
insightful analyses from the world's most acclaimed authorities on shakespeare? commentaries
totaling more than 150 pages? plus, do you want annotations concerning 'king richard iii'? and a
ful 'king richard iii' ultimate edition do you want the best kindle 'king richard iii' you can get
with the legendary play plus 3 famous commentaries? do you want these 3 entertaining and
insightful analyses from the world's most acclaimed authorities on shakespeare? commentaries
totaling more than 150 pages? plus, do you want annotations concerning 'king richard iii'? and a
full length shakespeare biography? then you want this 'king richard iii' ultimate edition from
everlasting flames – designed just for you. the 'must-have' kindle edition everlasting flames is a
#1 publisher of shakespeare in the kindle store and presents this unbeatable edition. in it, you
get the play plus the celebrated analyses from the respected authorities on shakespeare: samuel
johnson, samuel taylor coleridge and william hazlitt. samuel johnson known as the most quoted
man after shakespeare, and the first person to create the complete english language dictionary,
johnson's famous 'preface to shakespeare' is one of the authorities on the bard. in this edition,
you get the full 'preface to shakespeare'. william hazlitt hazlitt is known as a giant of humanistic
essays and literary criticism, and considered one of the great critics and essayists of the english
language. in his fascinating analysis of the characters of shakespeare's plays, hazlitt explores
Readable/Downloadable
each play and its players: their motivations, histories and interplay. in this edition, you get the
full hazlitt analysis of the characters in 'king richard iii'. samuel taylor coleridge samuel taylor
coleridge was an english poet, critic and philosopher and founder of the romantic movement.
known as the writer who reignited the literary world's appreciation of shakespeare, his critical
analysis is amazingly influential, and gives you powerful insight into shakespeare’s plays and
poetry. as a bonus, in this edition, you get all of coleridge's shakespearean analysis, covering all
the plays and shakespeare himself. life of shakespeare by sidney lee you also get the very
successful, full length shakespeare biography, covering every part of the bard's life. your new
window into shakespeare's world imagine your pleasure of experiencing the magical imagery of
the play, and then imagine yourself reading the analyses and being able to delve incredibly deep
into the world of 'king richard iii', as well as discovering more about shakespeare himself. your
free bonuses in addition, you'll also get other free 'special bonuses': *the life of william
shakespeare - short version - a short biography to give you the basics, detailing shakespeare's
intriguing life, parentage, marriage and rise to fame. *study in shakespeare by algernon charles
swinburne additional commentary with biographical notes for even more insight. *easy 'table of
contents' so you can jump to any act, scene, or analysis don't miss out as you read this, you
understand why you want to get this unique edition because it is the best kindle 'king richard iii'
you can get. you already know you want the best edition you can get, so don't deny yourself!
and don't accept other editions that are lacking. get this 'king richard iii' ultimate edition right
now! start enjoying the world of shakespeare like never before! after your purchase please look
up other everlasting flames titles your might like shakespeare ultimate 213 works including the
16 rare apocryphal plays&lt ...more
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DARK EMPIRE I (STAR WARS: DARK EMPIRE #1)
the epic-length story that re-energized the "star wars" franchise is now available in
a new edition, with a new cover by "magic the gathering" artist mark zug! join
luke, leia, han, and chewie as they battle the empire's latest super-weapons: the
gigantic, planet-destroying world devastators! six years after the battle of endor,
the empire has been reborn, guided by a myst the epic-length story that reenergized the "star wars" franchise is now available in a new edition, with a new
Readable/Downloadable
cover by "magic the gathering" artist mark zug! join luke, leia, han, and chewie as
they battle the empire's latest super-weapons: the gigantic, planet-destroying
world devastators! six years after the battle of endor, the empire has been reborn,
guided by a mysterious new leader. with a price on their heads, our heroes are on
the run. han and leia struggle to protect their unborn child from the bounty hunters
and imperial troops that dog their steps. but their greatest danger may lie in the
troubled heart of a hero--as luke succumbs to the lure of the dark side! ...more

CORUSCANT NIGHTS (STAR WARS: CORUSCANT NIGHTS #1-3)
new york times bestseller michael reaves propels the galaxy far, far away into a
surprising new sector-noir mystery-with star wars: coruscant nights, a complete
trilogy in one sfbc omnibus edition. in the aftermath of emperor palpatine's order
66, the jedi knights are virtually wiped out. jax pavan is one of the few who
escaped the massacre, but he cannot escape his destiny new york times bestseller
michael reaves propels the galaxy far, far away into a surprising new sector-noir
mystery-with star wars®: coruscant nights, a complete trilogy in one sfbc
omnibus edition. in the aftermath of emperor palpatine's order 66, the jedi knights
are virtually wiped out. jax pavan is one of the few who escaped the massacre, but
he cannot escape his destiny-and a confrontation with darth vader. jedi twilight:
Readable/Downloadable
jax conceals his jedi identity as a private eye fighting for the downtrodden in
coruscant's blackpit slums. but when he learns that his old jedi master has been
killed, jax must emerge from hiding to fulfill his master's dying wish: to finish a
mission crucial to the resistance. street of shadows: with help from droid i-5yq
and hard-boiled reporter den dhur, jax's search for the killer of a celebrated artist
is operating like a well-oiled machine. but there's a far more efficient machine
hunting jax...and the clock is ticking toward the final explosion. patterns of force:
as jax struggles to unlock the secrets of his father's death-answers he believes i5yq holds-he is catapulted into a plot to kill emperor palpatine.and a face-to-face
battle with the dark lord himself. .more

STAR WARS: JEDI ACADEMY (JEDI ACADEMY #1)
new york times bestselling author/illustrator jeffrey brown takes readers to a
middle school in a galaxy far, far away... this incredible, original story captures all
of the humor, awkwardness, fun, and frustrations of middle school--all told
through one boy's comics, journal entries, letters, doodles, and newspaper
clippings. the setting? a galaxy far, far away. roan's on new york times bestselling
author/illustrator jeffrey brown takes readers to a middle school in a galaxy far,
far away. this incredible, original story captures all of the humor, awkwardness,
fun, and frustrations of middle school--all told through one boy's comics, journal
entries, letters, doodles, and newspaper clippings. the setting? a galaxy far, far
Readable/Downloadable
away. roan's one dream is to leave home and attend pilot academy like his older
brother, father, and grandfather. but just as roan is mysteriously denied entrance to
pilot school, he is invited to attend jedi academy--a school that he didn't apply to
and only recruits children when they are just a few years old. that is, until now.
this inventive novel follows roan's first year at jedi academy where, under the
tutelage of master yoda, he learns that he possesses more strength and potential
than he could have ever dreamed. oh, and he learns other important things too-like how to make a baking soda volcano, fence with a lightsaber, slow dance with
a girl, and lift boulders with the force. .more

DARK EMPIRE II (STAR WARS: DARK EMPIRE #2)
in star wars: dark empire, the rebel alliance once again fought and defeated the forces of the empire. or did they? now, as
luke skywalker searches the galaxy for clues to the history of the jedi, han and leia lead the rebel alliance against a
terrible new threat as a group of "dark jedi" fulfill the emperor's final mission: operation shadow hand, a devastating plan
Readable/Downloadable
carrie in star wars: dark empire, the rebel alliance once again fought and defeated the forces of the empire. or did they?
now, as luke skywalker searches the galaxy for clues to the history of the jedi, han and leia lead the rebel alliance against
a terrible new threat as a group of "dark jedi" fulfill the emperor's final mission: operation shadow hand, a devastating
plan carried out by the deadliest dark side mind of all! dramatized; 2 hours on 2 cassettes or 2 cds ...more
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THE BEST OF DOWN GOES BROWN: GREATEST HITS AND BRAND
NEW CLASSICS-TO-BE FROM HOCKEY'S MOST HILARIOUS BLOG
the greatest hits from the world's largest--and most hilarious--hockey humour blog
hundreds of thousands of hockey fans around the world are addicted to down goes
brown, and with good reason: sean mcindoe is the funniest writer in hockey. his
often insightful, always entertaining posts have made the site one of the top
hockey blogs in the world--and definitely the most amu the greatest hits from the
world's largest--and most hilarious--hockey humour blog hundreds of thousands
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of hockey fans around the world are addicted to down goes brown, and with good
reason: sean mcindoe is the funniest writer in hockey. his often insightful, always
entertaining posts have made the site one of the top hockey blogs in the world-and definitely the most amusing. from shrewd observations to tongue-in-cheek
commentary, down goes brown manages to capture the essence of hockey while
exposing the frequently funny side of the sport. now, in the best of down goes
brown, mcindoe himself compiles some of the blog's best-loved posts, along with
a host of all-new content, in one side-splitting volume. ...more

CRIMSON EMPIRE, VOLUME 1 (STAR WARS: CRIMSON EMPIRE #1)
"star wars'" explosive space saga lives on in "crimson empire" as a new
generation of heroes takes over from han solo, luke skywalker and princess leia.

Readable/Downloadable

TALES OF THE JEDI: THE COLLECTION (STAR WARS: TALES OF
THE JEDI #3)
this collection focuses on ulic qel-droma and nomi sunrider, two young novices
training to become jedi warriors. their training, however, turns into a trial by fire
when they prematurely have to face off against reigning crimelord great bogga, a
hutt who has killed one of the universe's most powerful jedi knights. written by
star wars: dark empire writer tom veitch.
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ROLLFIGURER I STAR WARS: LUKE SKYWALKER, OBI-WAN KENOBI, LISTA
VER JEDIRIDDARE, DARTH VADER, DARTH MAUL, PALPATINE, GREVE
DOOKU, DARTH BANE
k lla: wikipedia. sidor: 34. kapitlen: luke skywalker, obi-wan kenobi, lista ver jediriddare, darth
vader, darth maul, palpatine, greve dooku, darth bane, han solo, nute gunray, jabba the hutt, leia
organa, prisj gare i star wars, aayla secura, padm amidala, darth revan, boba fett, general
grievous, mace windu, chewbacca, yoda, jango fett, poggle den mindre, r2-d2, qui-gon k lla:
wikipedia. sidor: 34. kapitlen: luke skywalker, obi-wan kenobi, lista ver jediriddare, darth vader,
darth maul, palpatine, greve dooku, darth bane, han solo, nute gunray, jabba the hutt, leia
organa, prisj gare i star wars, aayla secura, padm amidala, darth revan, boba fett, general
grievous, mace windu, chewbacca, yoda, jango fett, poggle den mindre, r2-d2, qui-gon jinn,
amiral ackbar, jar jar binks, grand moff tarkin, lando calrissian, shmi skywalker, c-3po, owen
lars, rune haako, wat tambor, bail organa, beru lars, wicket w. warrick, watto, dr. evazan, bastila
shan, ponda baba, teebo, kendal ozzel, lobot, amiral piett, lak sivrak, momaw nadon. utdrag: det
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h r r en lista ver jediriddare i det fiktiva star wars-universumet. agen kolar r en jediriddare som r
med i star wars episod ii och iii. agen kolar var en zabrakjedi fr n planeten iridonia, som tillh rde
jedir det under klonkrigen. han var k nd f r att vara en r ttfram person som f redrog att agera,
med v ld om s kr vdes, men inte var s rskilt bra p den diplomatiska sidan av en jedis plikter. han
var redan jedim stare n r han deltog i insatsstyrkan p geonosis tillsammans med 212 andra jedi.
kolars siste padawan, tan yuster, var ocks med p geonosis och stupade d r. kort efter striden p
geonosis valdes kolar in i jedir det, troligen som ers ttare f r den avlidne eeth koth, som ocks var
en zabrak. som r dsmedlem och general deltog han i ett antal viktiga uppdrag under kriget; bland
annat f rde han bef l under striderna p brentaal iv tillsammans med shaak ti och plo koon. han
reste ven till nar shaddaa f r att h mta hem quinlan vos n r denne var misst nkt f r f rr deri ( ven
om han misslyckades med detta), och deltog i aktionen mot prisj gargillet r d nova tillsammans
med mace windu, saesee tiin och kit fisto. efter anakin skywalkers avsl jande att kansler
palpatine var darth sidious ingick kolar, terigen tillsammans med tiin och fisto, i den grupp mace
windu tog med sig f r att konfronter... .more
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AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN THE OLD SOUTH MEETING-HOUSE IN
BOSTON, NOVEMBER 27, 1895: BEFORE THE SOCIETY OF
COLONIAL WARS IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS; IN COMMEMORATION OF THE SIX
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST SUMMONING OF
CITIZENS AND BURGESSES
excerpt from an address delivered in the old south meeting-house in boston,
november 27, 1895: before the society of colonial wars in the commonwealth of
massachusetts; in commemoration of the six hundredth anniversary of the first
summoning of citizens and burgesses to the parliament of england; wherein the
history of the house of commons is sketc mr. governor and members excerpt from
an address delivered in the old south meeting-house in boston, november 27,
1895: before the society of colonial wars in the commonwealth of massachusetts;
in commemoration of the six hundredth anniversary of the first summoning of
citizens and burgesses to the parliament of england; wherein the history of the
house of commons is sketc mr. governor and members of the society, ladies and
gentlemen: i have not felt at liberty, even under the stress of exacting and
unremitting public duties, to decline the honor of your invitation to discourse, on
this occasion and within these hallowed walls, upon the great theme which you
have proposed. i am the less reluctant to gratify you because the subject - never to
my knowledge heretofore publicly discussed in new england - is one upon which
my special studies for many years, if they do not qualify me to speak with
authority, justify me in holding opinions which, though in some respects they may
differ from the general sentiment, may, i trust, enable you to correct some
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erroneous views, assist in your efforts to penetrate obscurities which shroud the
history of saxo-norman legislation, and present in a new light data serviceable for
accurately comparing the excellencies and defects of the english and american
legislative systems. the lineal relation borne by our anglo-american legislatures to
the english parliament, or, as it now exists, the parliament of the united kingdom
of great britain and ireland, renders the study of its organization and development
not only deeply interesting to us americans, but profitable in proportion to the
degree of thoroughness with which the study is pursued. the field, however, is so
vast, and the details so intricate, that in order to restrict a discussion of any special
topic embraced in it to the limits prescribed by a regard for your patience, it will
be necessary to omit so much that is instructive or entertaining that the attempt to
draw the line of exclusion is embarrassing. for this reason, also, i must forbear to
cite authorities in support of views expressed upon disputable points, and of
conclusions deduced in comparing with corresponding features in our 3 own
legislative system such salient and important particulars from the english
prototype as i shall select for that purpose. about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. forgotten books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. in rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. we do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works. ...more

THE GOALTENDERS' UNION: HOCKEY'S GREATEST
PUCKSTOPPERS, ACROBATS, AND FLAKES
in hockey, goalies have always been a contradiction — solitary men in a team
game, the last line of defence and the stalwarts expected to save the day after any
and every miscue and collapse from his teammates. it’s no wonder that anyone
who played the position has had his sanity questioned; yet some of the biggest
innovations in the game have come from its puckstoppers. i in hockey, goalies
have always been a contradiction — solitary men in a team game, the last line of
defence and the stalwarts expected to save the day after any and every miscue and
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collapse from his teammates. it’s no wonder that anyone who played the position
has had his sanity questioned; yet some of the biggest innovations in the game
have come from its puckstoppers. in the goaltenders’ union, greg oliver and
richard kamchen talk to more than 60 keepers of yesterday and today, finding
common threads to their stories, and in dozens of interviews about them with other
coaches and players. from gilles “gratoony the loony” gratton, who refused to play
because the moon was out of alignment with jupiter, to jonathan quick, the
athletically gifted master keeper of today’s game, the book is an entertaining and
enlightening peek behind the mask. ...more
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